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Abstract—Proper blood flow through the atrioventricular heart 
valves (AHVs) relies on the holistic function of the valve and 
subvalvular structures, and a failure of any component can lead 
to life-threatening heart disease. A comprehension of the 
mechanical characteristics of healthy valvular components is 
necessary for the refinement of heart valve computational 
models. In previous studies, the chordae tendineae have been 
mechanically characterized as individual structures, usually in a
clamping-based approach, which may not accurately reflect the 
in vivo chordal interactions with the leaflet insertion and 
papillary muscles. In this study, we performed uniaxial 
mechanical testing of strut chordae tendineae of the AHVs 
under a unique tine-based leaflet–chordae–papillary muscle 
testing to observe the chordae mechanics while preserving the
subvalvular component interactions. Results of this study 
provided insight to the disparity of chordae tissue stress-
stretch responses between the mitral valve (MV) and the 
tricuspid valve (TV) under their respective emulated 
physiological loading. Specifically, strut chordae tendineae of 
the MV anterior leaflet had peak stretches of 1.09–1.16, while 
peak stretches of 1.08–1.11 were found for the TV anterior 
leaflet strut chordae. Constitutive parameters were also derived 
for the chordae tissue specimens using an Ogden model, which is

useful for AHV computational model refinement. Results of this 
study are beneficial to the eventual improvement of treatment 
methods for valvular disease.

Keywords—Uniaxial mechanical testing, Chordae tendineae
mechanics, The mitral valve, The tricuspid valve,
Constitutive modeling.

INTRODUCTION

Unidirectional blood flow through the heart
chambers is regulated by the four cardiac valves: two
semilunar valves, and two atrioventricular heart valves
(AHVs)—the mitral valve (MV) and tricuspid valve
(TV). The MV is composed of two leaflets designated by
their anatomical location as the anterior leaflet (MVAL)
and the posterior leaflet (MVPL), whereas the TV
contains three leaflets—the anterior leaflet (TVAL), the
posterior leaflet (TVPL), and the septal leaflet (TVSL).
For the AHVs, blood flow direction is facilitated by the
collagenous tissue leaflets that are supported in their
function by the chordae tendineae (CT) that connect the
valve leaflets to the papillary muscles of the ventricular
wall. The chordae tendineae provide necessary
supporting forces to prevent leaflet prolapse into the
atria during systole.14 The chordae tendineae can be 
classified based on their insertion point to the AHV
leaflet: strut chordae as those two
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thickest segments attaching to the MVAL’s and TVAL’s
rough zones, marginal chordae as those attaching to the
leaflet’s free edge, and basal chordae as those attaching
near the leaflet’s base.

When the chordae rupture, prolapse of the leaflet into
the atria leads to valvular regurgitation, resulting in an
increased workload of the heart and worsened

prognosis.33 Several surgical techniques have been 
employed to treat chordae rupture, including chordal
shortening, chordal transposition, and chordal
replacement—each with their own limitations. For
example, chordal shortening may not always yield the
optimal treatment results.28 Chordal transposition 
provides a desirable mid-term freedom from
reoperation, but still requires further investigations to
confirm its effectiveness.29 Moreover, chordal 
replacement utilizes expanded polytetrafluoroethylene
(ePTFE) to replace the chordae tendineae. This
technique is advantageous as it is minimally invasive
with an excellent recurrence rate of 1.4% at 3.5 years20; 
how-ever, in the long-term, recurrence may be caused by
excessive elongation and rupture of the native chordae
tendineae.4,32 Additionally, the elastic moduli of ePTFE 
sutures are significantly larger than those of native CT
that may potentially lead to the recurrent prolapse.3
Improvement of surgical therapeutics would rely on a
better understanding of the tissue mechanics of native
chordae tendineae.

Studies in AHV biomechanical modeling have
utilized the experimentally-characterized valve leaflets’
mechanical properties.16,22 Effort has also been devoted 
to incorporating the chordae tendineae into these
computational models using experimental data in the
literature. The majority of those experimental CT
characterizations considered the strut CT specifically,
since the strut chordae tendineae have been shown to
experience greater in vivo loading than the other chordae
tendineae categories.18 These experimental 
studies21,22,24,34 have been primarily focused on 
characterizing individual CT segments, rather than
consid-ering a leaflet–chordae–papillary muscle testing
configuration, which preserves interactions between the
chordae and the leaflet as well as between the chordae
and the papillary muscles (PMs). A recent study by
Gunning and Murphy8 moved towards this modified 
experimental setup, in which a customized clamping
method was developed with a leaflet–CT–PM entity.
Nonetheless, this clamping method did not adequately
allow deformations of the leaflet insertion or papillary
muscle attachment.

To further advance our knowledge in the mechanical
behavior of AHV chordae tendineae, the objective of
this study is to characterize the strut chordae by means
of a leaflet–CT–PM entity. This characterization was
performed using a tine-based tissue mounting

that preserves the interactions between the CT and the
valve leaflet, and between the chordae and the papillary
muscles. The data reported from this study provide new
insight to the biomechanical role of the chordae
tendineae in the AHV function, where mechanical
interactions among the CT, valve leaflets, and papillary
muscles are considered together. Such improved
understanding of AHV strut CT tissue mechanics could
also help with the development of AHV computational
models to guide surgical treat-ment of chordae rupture-
induced valvular heart dis-ease.

METHODS

Tissue Preparation

Twelve healthy porcine hearts (80–140 kg, 1–1.5 years
of age) were obtained from a local USDA ap-proved
abattoir (Country Home Meat Co., OK), cleaned of
blood clots, and frozen for prolonged storage.30 Within 
2 days of tissue acquisition, hearts were thawed and the
chordae tendineae were excised from each of the AHVs
while preserving the papillary muscles and leaflet points
of attachment (Fig. 1a).

In this study, strut CT of the MVAL and TVAL were
selected for mechanical testing because they have been
previously shown as the primary load-bearing CT

during systolic closure of the AHVs.18 Strut CT 
specimens were retrieved from each side of both the
MVAL and TVAL apices, resulting in two CT groups
per leaflet. These samples were labeled with respect to
their location: LG–left chordae group; RG–right
chordae group. For the MVAL, the LG is adjacent to
the posteromedial commissure and the RG is adjacent
to the anterolateral commissure (Fig. 1b). For the
TVAL, the LG and the RG are adjacent to the
anteroseptal and anteroposterior commissures,
respectively. Tissue specimens were then stored in
phosphate-buffered saline solution in a refrigerated
environment at 4 �C until later mechanical testing within 
12 h after dissec-tion.27 Measurements of the chordae 
thickness D at three points about the center of the CT,
which was used in the tissue stress calculation, were
recorded with an AmScope microscope at 4X
magnification (United Scope LLC, CA) both before and
after uniaxial mechanical testing (Fig. 1c).

Uniaxial Testing

Uniaxial mechanical testing was performed using
the BioTester mechanical testing system (CellScale
Biomaterials Testing, Waterloo, Canada), equipped
with 1.5 N capacity load cells. Samples were mounted



by five-tined BioRakes, anchoring the papillary muscles
and AHT leaflet to the BioTester system and allowing
in-plane stretching of the CT, leaflet, and papillary
muscles (Fig. 1d). Approximately 5–7 fidu-cial markers,
depending on the specimen’s dimension, were placed on
the CT segment using a surgical pen for subsequent
marker coordinate tracking, as described in the ‘‘Tissue
Stretch and Stress Calculations’’ section.

A two-step force-controlled uniaxial testing
protocol was employed for characterizing the CT tissues
(Fig. 1e). Briefly, the MVAL/TVAL strut chordae
tissues were first subjected to a preconditioning step of
eight loading/unloading cycles using a linear ramp to
the targeted force Fmax at a rate of 4.42 N/min to restore
the tissues to the in vivo condition.2 A maximum force of 
1.4 N for the MVAL CT tissue samples was chosen for
its similarity to the approximate 1.5 N force that the
MVAL strut chordae experience under physiological
loading, as observed in a previous in vitro experiment.12

Similarly, a maximum force of 1.2 N was used for the
TVAL chordae tissues, as the TV is subjected to a lower
pressure gradient than the MV counterpart.13 The 
loading rate of 4.42 N/min was used according to the
equivalent loading rates from previous displacement-
based CT mechanical characterizations, such as 3–5
mm/min in the previous in vitro studies.21,22 After 
preconditioning, the mechanical

testing step was carried out with another eight loading-
unloading cycles (Fig. 1e).

Tissue Stretch and Stress Calculations

Using the digital image correlation (DIC) module in
the LabJoy software of the BioTester, the coordinates
(xi,yi) of the center of the fiducial marker i were tracked
(Fig. 1d), and, then, the marker’s x- and y-
displacements (ui,vi) between any two loading states
were computed. The tissue stretch of the i-th CT
segment between node i and node i + 1 was determined
using a one-dimensional two-node linear finite element

ki ¼
2

li
�1

2
1
2

� � di
diþ1

� �
þ 1; ð1Þ

where li ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðxiþ1 � xiÞ2 þ ðyiþ1 � yiÞ2

q
is the segment

length, and di and di+1 are the displacements of nodes i
and i + 1, respectively, along the axial direction of the
i-th segment, i.e.,

di ¼ ui cos h þ vi sin h;

di+1 ¼ uiþ1 cos h þ viþ1 sin h; tanh ¼ y2 � y1
x2 � x1

:
ð2Þ

Tissue stretch k of the CT tissue was obtained by
averaging the stretch values of all the chordae tendinea
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FIGURE 1. (a) Photo of a dissected representative porcine AHV (MV). (b) Schematic of the leaflet-strut CT-papillary muscle
entities from the left side and the right side of the leaflet’s apex. (c) Measurement of the chordae thickness (D) by a microscope. (d)
Experimental setting of the leaflet-CT-PM entity using the tined BioRakes. (e) Uniaxial mechanical testing protocol for
characterizing the leaflet-CT-PM tissue entities (the targeted target force: Fmax 5 1.4 N for the MVAL strut CT tissues, and
Fmax 5 1.2 N for the TVAL strut CT tissues).



segments, i.e., k ¼ 1m
P

i
m
¼1 ki, where m is the number 

of segments of each CT tissue specimen.

Since a uniform strain field was an inherent
consequence of the above two-node linear finite element
formulation, to further examine the tissue stretch
distribution across the CT specimen, we also performed
a cubic spline space curve fit to the fiducial markers
using the cscvn built-in function in MATLAB
(MathWorks, MA). Following a similar procedure in
the previous study on dynamics of the mitral valve
annulus,5 the spline-based stretch calculation for each 
CT tissue was made. Next, the Cauchy stress r of the 
CT tissue was calculated by

r ¼ F

A0

� �
k; ð3Þ

where F is the force of the load cell reading, and
A0 = pD2/4 is the undeformed area of the CT, 
assuming an idealized, circular cross-section with the
measured thickness D.

Constitutive Modeling of the CT Mechanics

The CT tissues were idealized as a non-linear,
isotropic, incompressible solid and modeled by using
the one-term Ogden hyperelastic constitutive

model (p=1)19

r ¼ l ka � k�
a
2

	 

; ð4Þ

where l and a are model parameters, estimated by non-
linear least-squares fitting to the tissue stress–stretch
data using an in-house differential evolution
optimization program with a residual error tolerance of
10210 as the convergence criteria.31 The normalized 
root–mean–square deviation (NRMSD) was computed
as a metric to assess the non-linear fit of Eq. (4) to the
chordae tendineae’s mechanical data. Herein, the
NRMSD, defined as the square root of the average of
squared errors, was normalized with respect to the
maximum stress value.

Statistical Analysis

Physical quantities, such as the measured CT
thickness and the quantified tissue stress and stretch,
were reported as mean ± standard error of the mean
(SEM). Note that the peak stretch k(0–2) quantified in 
the ‘‘Tissue Stretch and Stress Calculations’’ section
isdefined as the stretch at peak loading state X2 with 
respect to the tissue mounting configuration X0. 
Previous studies have reported a difference in the
tissue’s stretch responses between preconditioning and
the applied loading.9 Thus, we further decomposed the 
peak stretch into the following two components for

statistical analyses: (i) the preconditioning stretch k(0–1), 
defined as the stretch at the end of the preconditioning
X1, and (ii) the stretch k(1–2) associated with the peak 
tension with respect to X0, such that k(0–2) = k(1–2) k(0–1). 
The stretch was used in the constitutive model-ing
described in the ‘‘Constitutive Modeling of the CT
Mechanics’’ section, and the three components of the
tissue stretch were then considered in the subsequent
statistical analyses.

Residual plots were developed for each of the above-
mentioned parameters associated with the CT tissues to
examine the data normality and constant variance (see
Figs. S1–S4 in the Supplementary Material section).
Significant departure from normal-ity resulted in the use
of the non-parametric Wilcoxon rank-sum test for the
statistical analyses with the null hypothesis that the
means of the two compared groups are identical.
Statistical analyses were performed using SAS 9.4 (SAS
Institute Inc., NC), and the significance was defined as
significant (p < 0.05) and non-significant (p ‡ 0.05).

RESULTS

Mechanical Results and CT Thickness

The Cauchy stress–stretch responses of the

CT tissues followed a non-linear, exponential trend
(Fig. 2), with the stress values at Fmax 
reported as follows: 1.59 ± 0.16 MPa (MVAL-

LG), 1.04 ± 0.08 MPa (MVAL-RG), 2.71 ± 0.10
MPa (TVAL-LG), and 2.89 ± 0.01 MPa

(TVAL-RG). Mechanical testing responses were

further examined as the peak stretches k(0–2), 
preconditioning stretches k(0–1), and the stretches k(1–2).

The peak stretches were (Fig. 3a): 1.09 ± 0.02
(MVAL-LG), 1.16 ± 0.02 (MVAL-RG), 1.08 ± 0.02
(TVAL-LG), and 1.11 ± 0.01 (TVAL-RG). Statistically
significant difference in the median was found between
the two MVAL CT tissue groups (p = 0.046), while no
significant difference in the median was observed
between the TVAL CT tissue groups (p = 0.112).
Moreover, the preconditioning stretches were 1.07 ±
0.02 for the MVAL-LG, 1.14 ± 0.02 for the MVAL-RG,
1.06 ± 0.02 for the TVAL-LG, and 1.08 ± 0.01 for the
TVAL-RG (Fig. 3b). Significant difference in the
median was found between the two MVAL CT tissue
groups (p = 0.03), but there was no significant difference
in the median between the TVAL tissue groups (p =
0.26). Furthermore, the stretches for various CT tissue
groups were reported as follows (Fig. 3c): 1.03 ± 0.01
(MVAL-LG), 1.02 ± 0.01 (MVAL-RG), 1.02 ± 0.01
(TVAL-LG), and TVAL-RG, 1.03 ± 0.01 (TVAL-RG).
No significant difference



in the median were found in the stretch between the
MVAL CT tissue groups (p = 0.507) or between the
TVAL tissue groups (p = 0.371).

Finally, the measured CT thicknesses were 1.08 ±
0.08 mm for the MVAL-LG, 1.32 ± 0.07 mm for the
MVAL-RG, 0.76 ± 0.09 mm for the TVAL-LG, and
0.74 ± 0.07 mm for the TVAL-RG (Fig. 3d). Comparing
the two tissue groups of each AHV leaflet,

statistically significant difference in the median was
found only for the MVAL groups (p = 0.040), but not
for the TVAL groups (p = 0.931).

Constitutive Modeling Results

The estimated Ogden model parameters for each
tissue specimen are summarized in Table 1, with rep-
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FIGURE 2. Cauchy stress vs. stretch responses of (a) the MVAL strut CT, and (b) the TVAL strut CT. Values are reported as mean
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resentative fitting results demonstrated in Figs. 4a and
4b. In general, the Ogden model was able to capture
the non-linear Cauchy stress-stretch behavior of the
strut CT tissues, with parameter l: 86.2 ± 46.7 kPa 
(MVAL-LG), 29.9 ± 12.0 kPa (MVAL-RG), 494.8 ±
131.8 kPa (TVAL-LG), and 457.2 ± 304.8 kPa
(TVAL-RG), and parameter a: 200.6 ± 16.9 (MVAL-
LG), 271.3 ± 16.4 (MVAL-RG), 132.8 ± 13.0 (TVAL-
LG), and 134.8 ± 16.3 (TVAL-RG).

DISCUSSION

Overall Findings and Comparisons to Existing
Literature

First, we found that the MVAL strut CT were ~ 45% 
larger than the TVAL counterparts (MVAL: D = 1.20
± 0.06 mm, TVAL: D = 0.75 ± 0.05 mm; Fig. 3d),
which consistently reflects that a higher pressure
gradient is present in the mitral valve residing

TABLE 1. Estimated Ogden model parameters for the strut CT, together with comparisons to other studies in the literature.

ID

MVAL-LG MVAL-RG TVAL-LG TVAL-RG

l (kPa) a NRMSD l (kPa) a NRMSD l (kPa) a NRMSD l (kPa) a NRMSD

1 581.8 217.5 0.029 2.1 267.8 0.042 17.1 241.2 0.027 159.4 90.3 0.039

2 8.7 221.5 0.019 63.4 212.1 0.052 698.0 130.8 0.028 188.3 86.1 0.022

3 27.8 220.7 0.017 5.9 331.6 0.027 174.7 146.9 0.043 16.6 172.6 0.039

4 1.5 193.7 0.028 4.2 239.6 0.016 764.9 101.3 0.042 72.6 110.0 0.051

5 40.8 205.2 0.020 13.3 407.6 0.043 1321.7 158.1 0.153 3797.4 107.6 0.046

6 4.6 87.5 0.015 88.6 302.7 0.034 1104.1 142.8 0.028 291.2 152.3 0.030

7 13.0 130.1 0.024 10.7 257.8 0.023 63.3 163.2 0.042 77.3 210.8 0.069

8 0.2 179.8 0.017 36.3 271.3 0.023 129.7 113.6 0.029 146.7 94.9 0.023

9 66.4 206.6 0.029 127.0 294.1 0.039 936.2 55.4 0.044 82.0 106.2 0.032

10 79.6 160.6 0.022 1.5 221.0 0.029 250.8 121.1 0.046 180.9 69.7 0.035

11 143.9 288.3 0.084 5.6 213.2 0.034 449.1 113.7 0.071 140.9 255.5 0.106

12 65.9 295.5 0.049 0.4 236.6 0.024 27.6 105.7 0.051 333.2 161.6 0.094

Mean 86.2 200.6 – 29.9 271.3 – 494.8 132.8 – 457.2 134.8 –

SEM 46.7 16.9 – 12.0 16.4 – 131.8 13.0 – 304.8 16.3 –

Other studies in the literature l (kPa) a

20.0 65.3

150.0 86.5

Porcine MVAL Struct CT (n=20)
Pokutta-Paskaleva et al.21

Porcine TVAL Struct CT (n=18) 
Pokutta-Paskaleva et al.21

Ovine MVAL Struct CT (n=18) 
Zuo et al.34

0.9±2.7 28.0±27.1

NRMSD normalized root-mean-square deviation.
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in the left side of the heart. We also noticed for the
MVAL that the right chordae group was generally
thicker (MVAL-LG: D=1.08 ± 0.08 mm, MVAL-RG:
D = 1.32 ± 0.07 mm) and more extensible (MVAL-

LG: k(0–2) = 1.10 ± 0.02, MVAL-RG: k(0–2) = 1.16 ± 
0.02) in comparison to the left chordae group (Figs. 3a
to 3c), whereas this trend was not observed in the strut
chordae of the TVAL. Furthermore, the mechanical
responses of the strut CT tissues followed an
exponential, non-linearly elastic trend expected of
collagenous soft tissues (Fig. 2). As for the
constitutive modeling, the Ogden model was successful
in capturing the non-linear stress-stretch responses
of the tested strut CT (Fig. 3 and Table 1). Overall,
the TVAL strut chordae had a larger l parameter 
(476.0 ± 162.4 kPa) compared to the MVAL
counterparts (58.0 ± 24.3 kPa), indicating a higher
stress transition in the stress-stretch curve (Figs. 2 and
3). In contrast, parameter a was less varied between 
the MVAL and TVAL strut CT (i.e., MVAL: 235.9
± 13.7, TVAL: 133.8 ± 10.2).

As opposed to other testing schemes, such as using
individual segments17,21,24,34 or using leaflet–chordae–
papillary muscle entities8 (where the PM and leaflet 
deformations are restricted as depicted in Fig. 5b), there
are some differences in the quantified CT mechanics
when our leaflet–chordae–papillary muscle entity
testing method (Fig. 5a) was used. In general, the
stretch was smaller in this study than that reported in
the previous porcine and ovine studies on
characterizing individual CT (Table 2). However,
when com-paring to human individual CT testing
results, our stretch values were more comparable to
those found in Prot et al.22

Comparing the constitutive parameters, our esti-
mated parameter values are within a similar range to
those reported in the previous studies (Table 1).21,34
Note that in our study we provided constitutive
parameters for each CT specimen, whereas Pokutta-
Paskaleva et al.21 and Zuo et al.34 reported constitutive 
parameters for the averaged stress-stretch responses.
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Potential Advantages of the Proposed CT-Entity
Testing Method

Results of this study provide some new insight into
the interrelationship of the CT tissue mechanics with the
connected papillary muscle and the valve leaflet. The
presented method of testing the chordae tendineae
offers several potential advantages. For example, this
leaflet–CT–PM entity testing method could be used to
understand the varying stretches in each segment of the
CT (e.g., our results presented in Figs. 6 and 7) and to
examine the distribution of mechanical loading to the
three subvalvular components (i.e., among chordae
tendineae, leaflet, and papillary muscles). Moreover,
collagen fiber microstructural imaging techniques, such
as polarized spatial frequency domain imaging

(pSFDI),11 could be integrated with this CT-entity 
testing scheme to quantify the collagen fiber
reorientations of the chordae insertion regions. Our
group is currently performing pilot investigations to
explore such potential advantages of our CT-entity
testing method. Our preliminary results, as shown in
Fig. 5c, summarize the quantified reorientations and
realign-ment of the collagen fiber networks for the CT–
leaflet insertion at two representative loading states.
These results from this internal pilot study demonstrate
that for the MVAL CT–leaflet insertion region, collagen
fibers become better aligned under an increased uniaxial
load, as evidenced by the increase in the degree of
optical anisotropy. A brief description about the pSFDI
procedure adopted in this pilot study is provided in the
Appendix. For more details about the pSFDI-based
collagen fiber imaging technique and the

corresponding data analyses, the reader is referred to
our recent publication11 and the previous work by 
Goth et al.7

We have used the presented method to perform some
preliminary analyses of the deformations of both the
valve leaflet and the PM segments in our leaflet–
chordae–papillary muscle entity testing. Specifically, we
used a surgical pen to construct a 2 9 2 marker array on
each of the leaflet and PM regions, and then employed a
four-node single finite element to calculate the tissue
strains based on marker coordinates determined by the
digital image correlation method.1,10 For the leaflet 
segment, the stretches were 1.09 ± 0.07 (MVAL, n = 3),
and 1.06 ± 0.01 (TVAL, n = 5). As for the papillary
muscles, the stretches were 1.03 ± 0.07 (MVAL, n = 3)
and 1.06 ± 0.01 (TVAL, n = 5). Comparing to the CT
segment stretches, the papillary muscles and leaflet
stretches were generally higher than that of the CT
segment, suggesting the essential interactions among the
AHV leaflets, the papillary muscles, and the chordae
tendinea segment. Further investiga-tions with a larger
sample size would be useful to confirm the observed
trends.

Another uniqueness of our leaflet–chordae–papillary
muscle entity testing setup and spline-based tissue
deformation calculation was that the variations in the
tissue stretch across the CT specimen were, for the first
time, quantified (Fig. 6). From these novel results, we
observed that the largest stretch occurred primarily near
the leaflet insertion. This observation was further
confirmed when the stretches were averaged across four
quarter-segments of the CT domain, where the

TABLE 2. Comparison of tissue stretches and Cauchy stresses between the present study of chordae tendineae and the previous
literature on testing individual chordae segments.

Study (Species)

MVAL Strut CT (n = 12) TVAL Strut CT (n = 12)

k(1–2) (–) Cauchy Stress (MPa) k(1–2) (–) Cauchy Stress (MPa)

LG: 1.03±0.01

RG: 1.02±0.01

(Mean ± SEM)

LG: 1.59±0.16

RG: 1.04±0.08

(Mean ± SEM)

LG: 1.02±0.01

RG: 1.03±0.01

(Mean ± SEM)

LG: 2.71±0.10

RG: 2.89±0.01

(Mean ± SEM)

1.09a 3.50 1.037 3.35

1.05 0.89 to 1.18 – –

1.16±0.03

(mean ± SD)

11.24 – –

1.07±0.08

[1.02±0.08]b

(mean ± SD)

24.00

[1.20]b
– –

Present work
(Porcine)

Pokutta-Paskaleva et al.21

(Porcine, MVAL, n = 20; TVAL, n = 18)
Ritchie et al.24

(Porcine, n = not provided)
Liao and Vesely17

(Porcine, n = 16)
Zuo et al.34

(Ovine, n=18)

Prot et al.22

(Human, n = 1)
1.06

[1.05]b
3.00

[1.50]b
– –

Values are reported as either mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) or mean ± standard deviation (SD), as indicated.
aStretch and stress values are associated with the peak loading for each study.
bValues in the square brackets are data in the Cauchy stress range comparable to the present study.



leaflet insertion (1Q) exhibited the highest stretch (Fig.
7). Previous failure analyses of the CT found the leaflet
insertion region to be the most rupture-vulnerable

location, which is consistent with our observed trend.25
This is also consistent with where chordae typically
rupture in the human mitral valves.

STUDY LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE
EXTENSIONS

There are a few limitations in this study. First,
freezing of the porcine hearts was used prior to the
mechanical testing for prolonged preservation of tissues.
Previous studies have found that freezing does not affect
the mechanics of soft tissues, such as skin and arterial
tissue,6,30 but papillary muscles included in this study 
may be affected by the freezing-storage procedure,
which warrants future investigations. Secondly, the
testing configuration we used did not represent the
three-dimensional movement of the CT structure may
experience in vivo. It may be beneficial to perform the
mechanical characterizations of the leaf-let–chordae–
papillary muscle entity by using a left-heart or right-
heart simulator23 to further evaluate the findings of the 
present study. Specifically, it would be worth while to
investigate how the papillary muscles
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FIGURE 6. Distributions of the stretch across the CT domain determined by the cubic B-spline fitting (n 5 12): (a) MVAL-LG, (b)
MVAL-RG, (c) TVAL-LG, and (d) TVAL-RG.
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interact with the ventricular attachment, along with the
papillary muscles’ non-uniform contractile motions,
and to examine how the left-sided ventricular
pathologies influence the right-sided sub-valvular
components. Thirdly, the testing method proposed
cannot be used to evaluate the CT rupture mechanics as
the papillary muscles or leaflets would tear from their
tine insertions before the CT would break. Nevertheless,
the methodology presented in this study is useful for
investigating the mechanics under physiologically-
representative loading, as there is no tearing of the
attachments at the targeted forces. Another minor
limitation is the use of the spline-based approach to
quantify the tissue stretch, by which errors may be
introduced during the spline-based curve smoothing/
fitting process. Nonetheless, we have verified internally
that minimal differences (< 3%) in the calculated tissue
stretches of the chordae tendineae were found between
the finite element-based and splined-based methods (see
the ‘‘Tissue Stretch and Stress Calculations’’ section).

The mechanical testing procedure developed in this
study could be extended to analyze the previously-
categorized CT of each AHV by testing as a leaflet–
chordae–papillary muscle entity (e.g., basal, marginal,

strut).15,27 Another extension includes further analyses 
of the PM and leaflet strains during the CT testing.
Analyzing the three components of the tissue stretches
could also help to better understand the rupture of the
chordae tendineae, which with the most common being
those inserting to the central, belly region of the
leaflet.26 Additionally, the testing method presented 
could also be used to study human chordae–leaflet–
papillary muscle entities. These future research efforts
could lead to refinements of predictive computational
models for physiological function and surgical treat-
ments of the AHVs.

CONCLUSION

The tine-based uniaxial mechanical testing method
we employed in this study is unique, because the leaflet–
chordae–papillary muscle entity is kept intact during the
testing. The stress-stretch responses of the AHV’s
chordae tendineae were analyzed as a tissue entity with
papillary muscles and leaflet portion preserved to
include the mechanical interactions between the CT and
the leaflet as well as between the CT and the PMs. This
testing methodology allows new insight to the
mechanics of chordae tendineae. As compared to
previous studies, we observed that the quantified tissue
stretches were not uniformly distributed across the CT
segments. Findings of this study suggest that
preservation of the papillary muscles and leaflet points

of attachment could have a direct impact on the
observed mechanical properties of the strut chordae
tendineae. The results of this work could be useful for
the refinement of valvular disease therapeutics. For
example, the CT replacement ePTFE sutures could be
constructed to handle the TV physiological environment
in a more desirable condition by remedying the issues of
excessive elongation or rupture.

ELECTRONIC SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

The online version of this article (https://doi.org/10.
1007/s10439-020-02464-6) contains supplementary
material, which is available to authorized users.

APPENDIX: POLARIZED SPATIAL FREQUENCY

DOMAIN IMAGING (PSFDI)

FOR QUANTIFICATION OF THE COLLAGEN

FIBER ARCHITECTURE

OF THE CHORDAE–LEAFLET INSERTION

REGION

In this section, we briefly discuss about the imaging
method used to obtain the collagen fiber orientations of
the chordae-leaflet insertion region, as described in
‘‘Potential Advantages of the Proposed CT-Entity
Testing Method’’ section. The polarized spatial
frequency domain imaging (pSFDI) technique takes
advantage of the polarized light-dependent birefrin-gent
properties of the collagen fibers. This birefringent
property of the collagen fibers can be used in
conjunction with a polarizer, a camera, and a light
projector to quantify the collagen fiber orientations
based on the intensity of reflected light from the fiber.
The imaging is performed in the sequential order (see
Figs. 1 and 2 of Jett et al.11):

(i) Projected incident light through a polarizer at
an angle hpolarizer onto the tissue specimen

(ii) The incident light is reflected from the collagen
fibers

(iii) The reflected light passes through a polarizer
at the same hpolarizer as in step (i)

(iv) The light intensity at the specific hpolarizer is
captured by a camera

This imaging procedure is conducted for hpolarizer 
ranging from 0� to 180� (at an increment of 5�) to 
capture the intensity of the collagen fibers. Owing to the
birefringent response of the collagen fiber networks, the
peak intensity of reflected light represents the quantified
collagen fiber orientation angle hpolarizer. In addition, 
the captured light intensity, say Iout, can be described by
the following three-term Fourier series:

https://doi.org/10.1007/s10439-020-02464-6
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10439-020-02464-6


Iout
ssys

¼ a0 þ a2½2ðhfiber � hpolarizerÞ� þ a4½4ðhfiber
� hpolarizerÞ�; ð5Þ

where ssys represents the non-birefringent intensities,
and a0, a2, and a4 are the three Fourier coefficients.
Specifically, a0 describes the mean reflected light
intensity from the sample, whereas a2 and a4 represent
the optical anisotropies arising from the sample’s
birefringence.

After obtaining the orientation angle of the collagen
fibers, the degree of fiber alignment can be quantified
through an optics-based metric – the degree of optical
anisotropy (DOA):

DOA ¼ a2 þ a4
a0 þ a2 þ a4

: ð6Þ

The technology also allows for investigating the
collagen fiber orientation and dispersion at varied
depths of the tissue based on the spatial frequency
domain imaging (SFDI) theory. However, the
preliminary result presented in this study (Fig. 5c) only
contains the tissues’ collagen fiber architecture through
the full tissue depth. For more details about the SFDI
theory, the pSFDI imaging procedures, and the
corresponding data analyses, the reader is referred to
Jett et al.11 and Goth et al.7
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